
HOW TO MAINTAIN BEARD
CARE AT HOME?

BY



Pomp & Co. Beard Balm,

hydrates and conditions hair

and skin by softening and

soothing hearty beards and

facial stubble and moisturises

the skin including dry hands.

Top tip it can also be used as a

leave-in conditioner to add

extra hydration and volume to

the hair. Our unique high

absorption non-shine formula

will not leave the skin or hair

feeling greasy or sticky.

Formulated with highest-grade

Aloe Vera, Avocado Oil, Wheat

Germ and Virgin Olive Oil. When

applied regularly, your beard

and hair will feel and look

noticeably smoother and

healthier.

Check out our Top Tips for your

daily beard routine.
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Start by cleansing your face, and beard (avoiding eye area) with warm

water. For best results, use Pomp & Co.'s all in one complete Hair, Beard &

Body Wash; by massaging a small amount to produce a rich lather, rinse

with not need to repeat, next gentle dry with a towel.
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As it has a highly concentrated formula, just a small amount at

your fingertips will be enough for the correct treatment.

However, if you have a long beard, use it twice to ensure better

hydration, and don't forget to apply it under the beard.
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Rub the balm evenly in the palm of your hands until it softens

into an oil.
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Apply the balm throughout your beard and your skin, always styling

with downward movements. Ensure that you spread the beard balm to

all the hair roots to nourish and facilitate healthy growth.



HOMECARE GROOMING
Be yourself whatever your style & reconnect with your independent, authentic spirit.



Visit the Pomp & Co. website and get 20% off our Beard Balm

collection, only with the discount code:

ADDED BONUS

BEARD20
Discount available only for online purchases.

SHOP NOW

https://pomp.ie/collections/beard-balm

